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There's a grassroots movement in tiny homes these days. The real estate collapse, the
economic downturn, burning out on 12-hour workdays -- many people are rethinking their ideas
about shelter -- seeking an alternative to high rents, or a lifelong mortgage debt to a bank on an
overpriced home.In this book are some 150 builders who have taken things into their own hands,
creating tiny homes (under 500 sq. ft.). Homes on land, homes on wheels, homes on the road,
homes on water, even homes in the trees. There are also studios, saunas, garden sheds, and
greenhouses.There are 1,300 photos, showing a rich variety of small homemade shelters, and
there are stories (and thoughts and inspirations) of the owner-builders who are on the forefront
of this new trend in downsizing and self-sufficiency.At the heart of our 1973 book Shelter were
drawings of 5 small buildings, which we recommended as a starting point in providing one's own
home. Now, almost 40 years later, there's a growing tiny house movement all over the world --
which we've been tracking over the past two years.Many people have decided to scale back, to
get by with less stuff, to live in smaller homes. You can buy a ready-made tiny home, build your
own, get a kit or pre-fab, or live in a bus, houseboat, or other movable shelter. Some cities have
special ordinances for building "inlaw" or "granny flats" in the back yard. There are innovative
solutions in cities, such as the "capsules" in Tokyo. There are numerous blogs and websites with
news, photos, and/or plans for tiny homes, documented here.If you're thinking of scaling back,
you'll find plenty of inspiration here. Here's a different approach, a 180º turn from increasing
consumption. Here are builders, designers, architects (no less), dreamers, artists, road gypsies,
and water dwellers who've achieved a measure of freedom and independence by taking shelter
into their own hands.

"...a cornucopia of 1,300 photos featuring 150 different tiny homes, showing how they were built,
giving resources and helpful tips of construction, supplying design solutions and inspiration for
others, but also conveying WHY they were built. Tiny though they are, they are much more than
mere shelter."-Kevin Kelly, CoolTools.org"Gives me chills, it's so inspiring." - Cheryl Long, Editor,
The Mother Earth NewsA "...photo-packed new volume ... (by) Shelter Publications founder and
green architecture pioneer Lloyd Kahn..." - Publishers Weekly"The book arrived today, all I can
say is Wow! It's beautiful and another one of your masterpieces." - Kent Griswold, Tiny House
Blog"...a dream book...the scale is humble, but the architectural detail is rich..."-Michael
Tortellero, New York TimesFrom the AuthorTINY HOMES is especially timely due to the current
grassroots movements in small homes. The real estate collapse, the economic downturn,
layoffs, scarcity of good jobs - these things have many people rethinking their ideas about
shelter - seeking an alternative to high rents, or a lifelong mortgage debt to a bank on an
overpriced home.Here are some 150 builders who have created tiny homes (under 500 sq. ft.).



There are some 1,300 photos of homes on land, homes on wheels, homes on the road, homes
on water, even homes in the trees. There are also studios, saunas, garden sheds, and
greenhouses.Here are builders, designers, architects (no less), dreamers, artists, road gypsies,
and water dwellers who've achieved a measure of freedom and independence by taking shelter
into their own hands."Scaling back in the 21st century"From the Inside FlapShelter Publications,
which celebrated its 40th anniversary in 2011, has published a total of 30 books (this is the
31st). Our production studio, built of recycled lumber, is in the middle of a vegetable (and flower)
garden in a coastal town about an hour north of San Francisco, and we are hooked into the
world with five Mac computers and a DSL connection.From the Back CoverSCALING BACK IN
THE 21ST CENTURYHomes under 500 sq. ft.Owner-builtOn landOn wheelsOn waterIn treesNo
mortgageNo rent1,300 photos250 buildings150 builders"Before McMansions, before the
counterculture was granite and marble, there was Lloyd Kahn, champion of the hand-built
house...progenitor of the new do-it-yourself movement."-The New York TimesAbout the
AuthorLloyd Kahn ran a newspaper in the U.S. Air Force in the late '50s, worked as an insurance
broker for five years in San Francisco, then as a carpenter for about ten years. He was the
shelter editor of the early Whole Earth Catalogs, published Domebook One in 1970, Domebook
2 in 1971, and Shelter in 1973. He lives with his wife Lesley on a half-acre homestead in
Northern California.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.RETHINKING
NORMALTammy StrobelTammy Strobel is an author (Simply Car-free and Smalltopia), website
designer, and media consultant living in Sacramento, California with Logan. Here she describes
the downsizing of their possessions and the difference it made in their lives.Five years ago, we
lived the “normal middle class” suburban lifestyle. We were newlyweds with flashy rings, living in
a two-bedroom apartment, driving two cars, commuting long distances to work and living well
beyond our means.We were living in Davis, California, which is notorious for expensive real
estate and a negative vacancy rating (more people than rooms). In reflection, we had a life with
too much stuff and stress.Initially, we resisted the idea of moving into a smaller one bedroom
apartment because we were more concerned about appearances and space for guests than for
our financial well being. Realizing the source of our stress was our financial situation, we
decided something needed to change. This “change” began by defining our values and
prioritizing our needs over those of potential future guests.After creating many long pro/con lists,
the scaling down process began. We sold one car and moved into a one-bedroom apartment
near the train station, the grocery store and downtown amenities. Driving everywhere was still a
big part of our lives, but with lower rent we began chipping away at our debt. Our lives began to
change for the better.It wasn’t until last year that we stumbled across Dee Williams’s tiny house,
the Small House Movement, and the concept of simple living. After doing a lot of research and
making many to-do lists, we decided to move from Davis to mid-town Sacramento. We scaled
down even further, to a 400-square-foot, one-bedroom apartment within walking distance to my
work. Dee inspired me to go small and start thinking big.Thinking big required setting goals and
decluttering. Slowly we began focusing on the quantity and quality of our belongings.Downsizing



can be stressful, but the benefits are tremendous. Moving to a smaller apartment in the city
opened up amazing possibilities. Once we sold our one remaining car, life became even better
because we saved money and worked less. It sounds like a cliché, but without the car and the
TV, we had the time, money and energy to prioritize our health, happiness and life goals.Below
are a few tips that worked for us:Going small. Downscaling to a tiny one-bedroom was a slow
process that required a lot of work and many trips to the thrift store. Moving into a 400-square-
foot apartment forced us to declutter our lives and seriously question why we needed so much
stuff.Divorcing our car. After months of talking about the pros and cons of selling our car, we
decided to follow in the footsteps of a Wisconsin graduate student and divorce our
car.Becoming debt-free is indescribably liberating. Discovering the concept of simple living
helped us become debt-free. After giving away the TV and selling our car, we realized how many
hidden ownership costs we were paying. We also discovered an amazing book, called Your
Money or Your Life, that fundamentally changed our relationship with money.Happiness counts.
Purging our lives of clutter and debt has not only made us happier, but we have purchased less
stuff. Since we started the downsizing process, we feel psychologically “lighter.” Since we
eliminated our debt, I know I have options to engage in activities that make me happy. For
instance, I’m a lucky person and enjoy my job. But if I didn’t like it, I wouldn’t have to be tied to
the position. That is a huge bonus of being debt-free and actually having money in
savings.Downsizing is a process, and it doesn’t happen overnight. I hope our personal story will
help you remove clutter from your life, one step at a time.Good luck in your own simple living
quest. Above all, pursue happiness and not more stuff.Read more
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Dejablu503, “Loaded with inspiration but very limited info, if info is what you are looking for. I've
seen a lot of the houses in this book before online, featured in magazine articles, on youtube or
in alternative builder books, but it is nice to have them all in one place. I would have liked it better
if there had been interior shots and a floor plan for each one, but as it is the book is full of eye
candy for those interested in exploring the living small options. This book covers most of them,
cob, stone, prefab, modular, tree houses, bus conversions, yurts, vardos, adobe, straw bale, and
tiny homes on wheels. Missing was an example of a shipping container home, or if there was
one I blew by it.I am a long time fan of Mr Kahn's books, and the layout of this one is great, the
photos are wonderful. Did he take it to the next level? No. As gorgeous as it is, it offers more
inspiration than useful info, so it is not the holy grail go-to source for reliable info on the ins and
outs of tiny home building/living that I was hoping it would be, and I'm a bit sad it isn't. That
OMG, this is IT book still needs to be written by someone, until then I'll continue surfing yahoo
groups, tiny house blogs, and living small forums gathering info on how wide and tall can it be
and still be mobile, pros and cons of mobile vs stationary, how to figure the house weight to
trailer ratios, how to set up viable and affordable off grid power options, heating and cooling
options, pros and cons of conversions, stick built, metal frame or SIP construction, how to build
and vent a composting toilet in a tiny home, storage tricks, info on tiny house friendly parking
options and problems, or what to look out for when buying land to build on. Basic code info
would be helpful for stationary tiny homes, like minimum size, foundation options, etc. I also want
to hear from people who tried tiny living and are either struggling to stay tiny or they went back to
larger living. I want them to explain what went wrong for them in living tiny. I guess I want meaty
info so I can decide if this is truly a viable housing option for me. I do not want to wind up with a
costly albatross on a trailer, nowhere to live in it and feeling the burden of an unhappy financial
investment that I find I regret making. A lot of us are sitting on the fence, someone needs to
answer the hard questions and address the pitfalls.What is clear from the pics in this book is the
sad fact that very few tiny house designers are laying out floor plan designs that would make tiny
home living even marginally comfortable or long term viable, and very few of them are designed
for people who truly need affordable housing options like those with mobility issues. Maybe more
women need to start designing them. Personally, in rainy Oregon I need more than a sleeping
loft, 5 ft of kitchen counter plus 2 chairs and table if I am going to do this long term, and I don't
consider myself space greedy. I have downsized my life from a 2400sqft house to life in under
300sqft over the last 3 years, I am ready to make the jump both mentally and emotionally but I
need reliable info that is still hard to gather and this book doesn't provide much of the info I was
looking for, but it is indeed lovely to browse through...”

Ebook Library Reader, “Living Large in (Very) Little Houses. Lloyd Kahn has a lot to answer for.
He bumped us out of our housing preconceptions as shelter editor of Whole Earth Catalog, blew



our housing views away with indigenous vernacular housing around the world in Shelter, excited
and encouraged us with Home Work: Handbuilt Shelter, and enticed us further with Builders of
the Pacific Coast. Now, about the time we have regained equilibrium and settled into an
expanded comfort level, here he is with Tiny Houses. And he threatens us with Tiny Houses II.
Incorrigible. There is no stopping such a man. If you visit his blog at [...] you will see that he is
also into fitness, so it is likely we will have to adjust to many more books from him. He is a
leading cause of the ongoing need to build more bookshelves.The size of new American homes
nearly doubled from 1970 to 2010. With the real estate crash and continuing widespread
unemployment there is a whole lot of wallet tightening going on. There is also a lot of rethinking
about how to live. Many people are dropping out of the consumption game. Tiny houses are
extreme examples of the trend. The smaller the house, the more likely it can be built without a
mortgage. An ever-growing number choose to build and live in something that is not only less
expensive to build but less expensive to heat, cool and maintain. The LittleHouses group, to
which I belong, is both the largest and busiest of any Home Building Yahoo! Group.The tiny
house trend is not confined to any one place, although areas of mild weather are generally more
suitable than places with extreme winters because of more typically thin building envelopes,
which limit insulation. There are exceptions and included here is a glorious stone and timber
house on top of a Colorado mountain.Tiny houses require less land and in fact can be portable.
Sections of the book are Tiny Homes on Foundations, Tiny Homes on Wheels, Tiny Homes by
Architects, Prefabs and Kits, Earthy Materials, Treehouses, On the Road, and On the
Water.Most won't live in tiny houses forever. They are most appropriate for singles. With
significant others and/or children, there is insufficient room to suit most people. One answer
could be connected multiples with one unit serving as kitchen and dining, others for bedrooms
and living. Most could be anchored but one could be used for travel.This book is inspiring,
uplifting and offers encouragement for a sane and fun way to make fewer dollars go further.
Profusely illustrated with 1,300 illustrations, the price is about two cents per picture. Whether or
not pictures are worth a thousand words, this book is a heck of a bargain.”

Rowan, “Fantastic!. This book is an interior designers nightmare - and it is an individualists
dream.The architecture of conformity built to house the masses since, I guess, the industrial
revolution, has been tried and rejected by most of the people featured in this book. Within
moments of flicking through it I realized that all the Interior designs TV shows I have seen have
stripped away the identity of the person intending to live the in the home featured, it often seems
that the goal of 'contemporary design' is to conceal a life, leaving a sterile enviroment with the
threads of an individual life removed.These incredible 'Tiny homes' have their makers' mark's all
over them. They are small spaces with full lives lived within each of them, all there to see. They
have dropped out, and stepped back from the mortgages, the banks, and the debts and, often,
the grid, and the expectations and limits of convention and formed a home to call their own, with
their own hands. Boats, treehouses, cabins, vans, cob houses all feature ...something to



gladden the hearts of those of us that want to live more by using less, and have to get creative
along the way (because society has failed to do so to date).The imaginations of these makers
are amazing. A great, very inspiring book :)”

Mrs KM mackenzie, “Totally inspiring!. If you ever want to know what it's like to live in a tiny
house then this is the book to inspire you to live the simple life! It's about real people living in
homes they have created for themselves in very different environments. You will learn so much
about how to live off grid.It's top of my favourite tiny homes books!”

Karenja, “wonderful inspiring images. although i am the last person to be able to build a house of
my own, alas, however small, this book is full of beautiful amazing abodes others more skilled
have managed to create and which inspire me to somehow, somewhen, get someone to help
me build a similar place in much colder, wetter old England (there are very few from this country
featured in it as the author is american) either as a main low-carbon abode or as a studio,
preferably completely off the grid and self-sufficient. I wish someone would produce a similar
book - at reasonable price (Tony Wrench's on his particular style of build is now over-the-top
expensive second hand) - about not only similar builds here but also places you might be able to
'buy' them at reasonable price off the peg, as seems to be possible in America. Highly
recommended”

Chris Colgan, “Another inspiring book from Lloyd Kahn. Llody really has an eye for the unusual
and the inspiring. If you want inspiration to help you find different ways to build and to live it is a
great place to start. If you haven't read any of his previous book I would highly recommend them,
especially Builders of the Pacific Coast”

scott garrett, “Just Brilliant!. This is just such a terrific book! the picture quantity and quality is
exactly what you want. Perfect for the casually interested as well as those wanting more info on
the Tiny Homes movement. It's lead me much deeper down a path that I"m more than happy to
follow. I've already bought my fifth copy to give to friends and family. If your thinking about it just
buy it, it won't disappoint... and the web links featured within are great too. Look, it's Lloyd Kahn,
he knows what he's talking about. The 21st Century is already looking better.”

The book by Matthew Christopher has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 449 people have provided
feedback.
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